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A broad recovery, featured by solid trade  
Global economy is expanding at the fastest rate since 2010. This would actually allow 
central banks and fiscal authorities to remove their emergency support. Advanced 
economies are leading the way, with an acceleration towards the 3%'s, while emerging 
economies will remain ¨stuck¨ around an average 5%. The quality of emerging growth is 
improving, i.e. being more homogenous, with China probably surprising on the upside (7%) 
thanks to a strong H1.  
Global trade is expanding, in volume, at its fastest rate for seven years. The rise in 
merchandise volume is driven by emerging markets. The Baltic Dry Index experienced an 
exuberant rebound above 1200, featuring a 27% progression year to date (+ 126% over 12 
months). Certain short-term shipping contracts (40-foot containers) multiplied by a 6 times 

factor from a year ago... Interestingly, exports from Latin America rose more than those of 
Central Europe and Asia (respectively 8%, 6% and 4%). Emerging markets as a whole 
have increased their exports (in volume) since January 2008 by 29% (8% only for 
developed economies).  
World growth will probably exceed 4% in 2017. Emerging countries have definitely well-
recovered from 2015 shocks and recessions. The pick-up in global trade is broad-based 
and sustainable  
 

Trump re-affirms its capacity to provoke change … 
The US Cabinet failed to strike a deal with the GOP on Obamacare. Fortunately, Trump 
and Ryan resisted the obvious temptation to enter a destructive ¨blame-game¨. But still, 
failing to repeal Obamacare creates a first funding gap for the US administration. The 
crispation resulting from this first delicate round will inevitably weigh on more important 
summer talks regarding debt ceiling and tax reforms. New defeats, and new funding gaps 
would put at great risks the infrastructure plans, the cornerstone of Trump reflation.  
By striking Assad and moving US military vessels in Asia, Trump expects to intimidate 
Pyongyang. He also intends to send a message of determination to Xi. By con-fronting 
Putin, Trump hopes that the media will ¨forget¨ about the ongoing controversy on Russian 
implication in US elections. In a very first phase, he has managed to re-create new 
meaningful elements of surprise. This will actually function some time, but it could also 
rapidly backfire: what’s next if new chemical attacks occur or if Kim outbids with his 
missiles?  

Trump generates counter-fires to regain the initiative and restore his (domestic) image. But 
his ¨bullying and dodging¨ strategy still has a great deal to prove, when engaging important 
negotiations…  
 

     Performances 2017 
 (April 30th, 2017) 

Equities 
MSCI World +7.3%  
S&P 500 +6.5% 
Eurostoxx +7.1% 
Nikkei +0.3% 
MSCI Emerging +13.4% 
 
Bonds  
US Treasury 10y +2.2% 
US Corporate +2.3% 
Bund 10y -0.4 
EU Corporate +0.8% 
 
Currencies 
USD index -3.1% 
EUR/USD +3.6% 
GBP/USD +5.0% 
USD/CHF -2.4% 
USD/JPY -4.7% 
 
Commodities 
Gold                                           +9.9% 
Silver +8.8% 
Oil (WTI) -8.2% 
 
Source: Bloomberg 
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« INTERFERENCES »  

Hot Temperature 
April 22nd 2017 was the first anniversary of climate agreement’s signature in Paris. Its 
crucial importance stands to reason, as 2016 actually proved the hottest year on record, 
with temperature averaging 0,9 Celsius degree above the 20th century mean. When it 
comes to key emerging players, the situation is clear. China and India - first and third 
largest greenhouse gas emitters - committed to reaching the goal by 2100 of preventing 
temperatures from rising more than 2% above pre-industrial level. Beijing is determined to 
pursue this strategic goal, as experiencing severe pollution problems. It definitely 
understands and wants to address the related socio-economics challenges. Europe seems 
to be siding with the ¨Middle Kingdom¨, when it comes to recognizing the structural 
advantages provided by renewable energies: better security, lower vulnerability to natural 

disasters, etc.  
This resembles the law of unintended consequences. In normal political circumstances, 
France, as the main sponsor, should proudly celebrate. But in practice, M. Hollande is 
pathetically packing away from the Elysée Palais. More importantly, President Trump’s 
energy policy puts the whole agreement at risks. After having threatened to cancel it, his 
administration is now contemplating it with ¨an open mind¨. Still, the blueprint of future US 
budget reflects a clear dissonance with the spirit of Paris accord. Indeed, the future Federal 
funding of US Environmental Protection agency will tentatively be cut by a third. Trump 
administration also signed an order to ¨put an end to the war on coal¨, by the way refraining 
from limiting the emissions of coal-fired plants. 
 
Trump policy will obviously clash with US historic allies, the Sunnis Middle-East Emirates 
and states, namely the Saudis. California will also resist it boldly, as being an authority in 
promoting climate-minded innovation. More generally, the US private sector is managing to 
turn renewable energies into profitable and employment generating businesses: the cost of 
solar or wind- produced energy keeps on collapsing.  After domestic precedents 
(immigration, Obamacare), Trump administration confirms its slowness to climb the - 
international - learning curve. Trump is pursuing a quixotic energy policy, which resembles 
the rash quitting of the TPP. By doing so he marginalizes. He not only reduces US global 
footprint, but builds improbable coalitions against him. Beyond short-term hesitations and 
political fights, the ¨world public opinion¨ is no longer denying the evidence of climate 

change…  
Just like in the 70’s and 80’s, global energy prices will result from other factors than 
fundamental ones (i.e. supply and demand)  
Developments of the US energy sector will be growingly impacted by - hot - Trump 
turnarounds  
These upheavals are acknowledged by markets, via the collapse of correlation between 
¨commodities¨ and other assets  

… but the first round with China qualifies as a non-event  
Discussions on currency manipulation - unfounded for a few years now - have been 
appropriately avoided (hopefully buried). But the US focus and approach on reducing 
bilateral trade deficit is misguided. Insistence of having property rights respected is good, 
but if obtained this would accelerate US investments in China. Reducing Beijing subsides 
to Chinese exporters will not repatriate jobs to the US, as labor arbitrage will intervene 
(jobs would be outsourced to Vietnam or Bangladesh) …  
Trump will obviously take a (domestic) political advantage of the better market access 
granted by Xi (financial sector, beef). A transactional approach - by definition limited in 
scope - will in no way replace a comprehensive Sino-US investment treaty. Both 
juggernauts need to a) address the issue of Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, of TPP 

and b) set the stage for a mutually favorable economic cooperation. The US must 
therefore bypass its focus on deal making and short-term business centric interests.  
For sure, signing a few small trade deals circumventing - short-term - risks of 
confrontation is good news. But don’t be too reassured: Mister Market will soon ask for 
concrete diplomatic breakthrough  

 
 
 

 

 

Currencies. April or 
“May” surprise  
 

The announcement from the UK 
Prime Minister May of a snap 
general election on June 8th is a 
game-changer for both the UK 
Brexit negotiations and the GBP. 
We believe that an early general 
election is the only way to resolve 
the political impasse the UK 
government faces in conducting 
Brexit negotiations. This is the 
best default scenario. The 2020 
General Election imposed a hard 
deadline on delivering Brexit on 
an unrealistic timeline. It would 
have required political and 
market pressure to impose the 
appropriate political shifts that 
would have allowed a realistic 
deal to emerge. This will have 3 
material implications. First, it 
makes the deadline to deliver a 
"clean" Brexit far less pressing. 
Second, it will dilute the influence 
of Members of Parliament 
pushing for a hard Brexit. Third, it 
strengthens the PM overall 
negotiating stance which in 
recent weeks has clearly fallen in 
line with the European 
negotiating approach. All the 
above in turn reduce downside 
risks for the UK growth outlook 
over Brexit negotiations.  

In the short term, the current 
positioning on the GBP remains 
at decades’ extreme short levels. 
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Trump promised to decide upon US posture about Paris agreement by mid-May. Don’t 

capitulate just now with energy related assets, in spite of the painful gyrations of Brent / 
WTI prices…  
 

INVESTMENT CONCLUSION 
 
Following Trump election, stocks outperformed massively bonds in Q1 2017. Such a 
brutal quarterly move didn't actually occur since 1999. But in the past weeks, the assumed 
sagacity and outstanding deal-making skills of the US President have been severely 
questioned on several recent occasions. After developing a veritable passion for Trump 
and his economic program for several months, markets are therefore engaging in a sound 
reality-check process. 
Unreasonable expectations of shots in the arm for growth and inflation have now healthily 
dissipated. A major and continuous investors' shift from bonds into equities is not in sight. 

It will take major developments / reforms to prolong such a process. Markets honeymoon 
with Trump is over for now. A new round of significant outperformance of risky assets in 
coming months, be it equities or high yield, seems unlikely. Though it remains a possible 
scenario medium term, a redux of the 2005-2008 and 2012-2015 periods is not around 
the corner at this particular juncture. Return to the mean forces, i.e. a more benign 
development of the stock to bond ratio, is the most likely scenario over summer time.  
 
Investment time horizon is shortening (again). Structural reforms are needed to engage 
into the long / uninterrupted outperformance of equities 

ASSET ALLOCATION 

 

US light-vehicle sales 
continue year-to-date 
slide 
 

US light-vehicle sales dropped 
4.7% last month as the biggest 
automakers posted declines and 
ever-rising incentives failed to 
shake the industry from its 
longest slump in years. 

April marked the fourth 
consecutive monthly setback for 
US sales and extended the 
longest losing streak since the 
market bottomed out in 2009. 
Car deliveries were down again, 
off 11%, while truck volume 
dipped 0.1%. It was the first time 
monthly light-truck deliveries 
dropped year over year since 
September 2013 

Some sectors remain under 
pressure 
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